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‘Kids First’ Teachers Are ...
Teachers who are new to the Daviess

County Public Schools district were

asked to develop a list of qualities

for a “good teacher.”

Their responses are illustrated in the

WordCloud image at left. We believe

these new educators have a strong

understanding of “Kids First” 

characteristics!

The New Teacher Academy on 

July 31 and Aug. 1 consisted of an

overview of district departments,

with leaders sharing important 

information about how the support

and contributions of their areas 

benefit students and staff members.

A highlight of the academy was a

panel featuring several of our district

educators. Charlie Shoulta (AHS),

Whitney Matthews (AHS), Jacob

Bryant (CVMS), Larry Shadowen

(BMS) Stacey Schepers (BES),

Caleb York (AES) and Jennifer

Howe (BES) shared their 

perspectives and experiences on a

wide variety of topics, from KTIP to

what DCPS professionalism looks

like in our classrooms each day.

Dr. Amy Shutt discussed the high

expectations for all DCPS students

and staff members, and the Office 

of Teaching and Learning hosted an

engaging activity focusing on the 

attributes of successful teachers. 
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‘Kids First’ Teachers Are ...
The Daviess County Public Schools district hosted a 

New Teacher Academy on July 31 and Aug. 1, 

introducing educators who are new to our district to 

our high standards of excellence. The event is just one 

example of the outstanding support and resources we 

provide for teachers as they join our “Kids First” team! 

Above: Dr. Amy Shutt, DCPS assistant superintendent

for human services, shares an overview of DCPS 

expectations of excellence for students and staff during 

a New Teacher Academy on July 31.

Other photos show our new educators as they participate

in a variety of reflection and motivation activities as part

of the two-day orientation and professional development

program. The activity was a direct extension of the work

of DCPS administrators over the previous year. 



A Message from the Superintendent

I am committed to keeping MY promise to keep you 

informed with important updates

regarding the pension proposal 

recently released by the office of

Gov. Matt Bevin. I ask all DCPS

staff members to please stay 

informed and involved in this

process.

I commend Gov. Bevin for 

making the pension funding issue

a priority. A quality retirement

system is vital for all public sector

employees, including those who

serve in public education. Here are some thoughts and

concerns I share with you about this proposed plan at this

moment in time. This statement is also posted on our 

district website and linked to our district Facebook page.

n Education is a state responsibility by constitution. Our
state founders recognized the value of public education

and the foundation it establishes for an educated citizenry

and a highly trained workforce. One of the most important

keys to a quality education system is attracting and retain-

ing a high quality education workforce to work with and

around our children. A secure and stable pension program

has been an important and highly effective investment

strategy for this purpose.

n Current retirees and active members of TRS and CERS
deserve to receive the pension promise made when they

signed their contracts to serve. Any significant changes to

current retirees and active members can be devastating to

families and simply isn’t the right thing to do. 

n A one-size-fits-all solution to the state’s pension prob-
lem is not the answer to the pension challenges as some of

the systems, including TRS and CERS are salvageable

and sustainable according to reliable sources. Currently,

CERS is almost 60% funded and TRS is 56% funded with

both systems moving in the right direction. Each pension

system should be dealt with independently based on its

unique needs.

n After many years of underfunding, the Governor 
and Kentucky General Assembly made a significant 

investment in the pension programs last budget cycle that

has been a big step in the right direction. A continued 

investment commitment by the Governor and General 

Assembly will allow both the TRS and CERS pension

systems to move in a positive trajectory. The new numbers

for FY 2017, once released, should reveal this fact.

n The solution must inspire a long career of service, thus

a longer investment of those paying into the pension 

system and a shorter payout period. Current policies in the

pension formulas are working to encourage teachers to

work longer through sick day accruals, high 3 year salary

average at age 55, and a 3% multiplier per year after 30

years of service. The average age at retirement for TRS

members is 59 with just over 30 years of service. When

the high 3 plan was put in place back in the mid 1990’s,

the average age for a retiree was 52 so it is clear that these

incentives worked.

n The solution should not cause existing eligible active
employees to retire earlier than planned. The mass exodus

will hurt our students and their learning, stress the 

retirement systems further, and cause significant 

budgetary challenges on local district budgets due to sick

leave payouts occurring in large numbers ... The 3-Year

window for retirement eligible employees, though 

appreciated, doesn’t adequately meet the promise many

employees planned for when they signed their contracts.  

n It’s critical we continue to lead advocacy and lobby 
efforts to let our legislative leaders know what we expect.

Our advocacy is making an impact. Let your voices be

heard!

n We are continuing to look closely at the proposal to
evaluate it carefully for impact to current retirees and 

active workers, along with those entering our profession. 

Here are some specific issues that need to be addressed:

o Capping Defined Benefit Programs at 27 years of 
service for existing employees is part of the proposal. 

This doesn’t meet the promise…

o Social security appears to be off the table. However,
how will the new proposed plan (DC plan) contributions

be paid? Districts will be required to pay 2% of the match

which will have a negative impact on school district 

budgets (approx. $1.0 million of new cost for DCPS 

taxpayers alone).

o If the state goes to Defined Contribution Programs,
who will manage it? What will TRS’s role be in this? 

o Accrued sick leave payout expires in 2023. Arbitrary
cuts to this benefit will negatively impact many active 
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members – this does not meet the promise…

o High 3 year salary average at 55 expires in 2023. 
Arbitrary cuts to this benefit will negatively impact many

active members – this does not meet the promise…

o Disallows retirees from returning to work full-time in
any state agency with a state retirement plan unless they

suspend their pensions during their re-employment. The

plan classifies full-time as 100 hours per month. What are

the specific definitions around this? What about retired

teacher substitute employees who work more than 100

hours per month? This wording would not allow retirees

to take long-term sub assignments and districts all across

the commonwealth depend on our retirees to fill many of

these leaves. What is the financial gain for the state from

this policy decision? I don’t see where the state gains from

this plan…    

o 5 year COLA freeze for current retirees and all future
retirees is proposed. Please know that a portion of our 

retirement contributions prefunds the cost of living 

adjustments so we pay for COLA’s while we work 

(statutorily). This seems to be arbitrary when it should be

based on the inflation rate or consumer price index. This

is simply unfair as proposed. Example: A Teacher making

$36,000/year will lose $71,000 over her lifetime of TRS

benefits due to this provision alone.

o 3% of employee’s salary as an additional contribution

to fund retiree healthcare program. This is in addition to

the 3% employees are already paying for this purpose.

The shared responsibility plan put in place in 2010 has 

already provided an adequate funding stream for this 

purpose… This constitutes a pay cut for our employees.

o The upper limit of eligible compensation for benefit

calculation is arbitrary as any person who qualifies has

paid into the system at the appropriate contribution level

for an actuarially sound pension return.  

Remember, your voice to our legislators makes a big 

difference! Contact legislators and let them know your

concerns with this proposal. Since a special session has

not been called at this point, we have a window of time to

reach out to legislators so they clearly understand that this

proposal does not keep the promise of a stable and secure

retirement for our current and future employees. The 

perhaps unintended consequences to public education are

enormous.

Let me know if you have any questions and stay informed.

More to follow as this issue continues to unfold…

Pension Reform Update – Certified
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Information Forums Scheduled
There are two forums scheduled in our community that

would be of interest to DCPS staff members who wish to

stay informed and involved in this important conversation:

Sarah Zeller, campaign coordinator for the Kentucky 

Center for Economic Policy ( http://kypolicy.org/ ); 

Rep. Dean Schamore (D-Hardinsburg) and Sen. Morgan

McGarvey (D-Louisville) will speak at 6 p.m. Wednesday,

Oct. 25, in the Advanced Technology Center on the

Owensboro Community and Technical College campus.

The program will include a review of the framework 

released last week by Gov. Matt Bevin, which will be 

developed into a bill to address shortfalls in the state 

pension system.

The Kentucky League of Cities Governmental Affairs

group will hold a forum to review and discuss proposed

changes to the Kentucky Retirement System (specifically

the CERS portion). This session will be held at 5:30 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 30 at the Owensboro Convention Center.  

6 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 25

Owensboro Community & Technical College

5:30 p.m. Monday, Oct. 30

Owensboro Convention Center



Pension Reform Update – Classified/Support

*3% increase contribution to retiree healthcare program

The DCPS Support Staff CERS contribution will increase

under this plan.  This increase in contributions effectively

cuts each employee’s pay by 3%.  Cost to our employer

(DCPS Board of Education) is anticipated to increase by a

net of 8% to a total 27% (Board currently contributes 19%

of employee retirement benefit each pay period). This will

cost local taxpayers an additional $1.4 million annually to

fund. IMPORTANT NOTE: The state does NOT 

contribute to support staff retirement fund.    

n Tier 1 and Tier 2 employees will stay in the defined
benefit plan.  However, when Tier 1 and Tier 2 employees

reach 27 years of service, they will be forced to move into

the defined contribution plan.  These employees will lose

the benefit of working beyond 27 years (service credit)

that they currently receive in the same plan as they were

hired.   This doesn’t meet the promise of an extended

work career under the pension plan employees were 

provided upon being hired… 

n Tier 3 employees will be moved immediately into the
defined contribution plan.  This is not the plan they were

promised when they were hired.  Who manages this plan

and how are employees protected against large swings in

the stock market with 401k’s?

n All new hires (as of July 1, 2018) will be enrolled in the

Employee

Current Employee

Contribution

as $ of Salary

Employee

Proposed

Contribution*

Tier 1 –

Hired before

Sept. 1, 2008
5% 8%

Tier 2 –Hired on or

after Sept. 1, 2008,

and before 

Jan. 1, 2014

6% 9%

Tier 3 – Hired on or

after Jan. 1, 2014 6% 9%

defined contribution plan.  Who

manages this plan and how are

employees protected against large

swings in the stock market with

401k’s?

n Any employee retiring on or
after July 1, 2018, will have to

suspend their retirement benefits

if they accept a full time position

(over 100 hours per month) in the

public sector.  For example, a 

retired custodian would not be

able to draw his retirement and become a bus driver full

time.  We see this as restricting personal freedom to accept 

future employment that not only benefits the retiree, 

but fills key school positions with a well-qualified, 

experienced employee.  This particular issue will create a

disastrous shortage of substitutes (retired employees) who

are needed to fill long-term absences.  The employee and

DCPS Board of Education pay all retirement percentages

required; therefore, we cannot see how this financially 

advantages the system.  

n For anyone retiring after on or after July 1, 2018, 
unused sick leave will no longer be used in determining

service credit.  This increases the amount of time an 

employee must work to be able to retire.  No phase-out

provision provided, which is unfair to employees that

have earned this benefit under the existing plan they were

promised.

n For anyone retiring after July 1, 2018, unused sick
leave will not be used in calculation of pension income.

Previously, this would be calculated as part of the final

year salary, which increased the pension amount received.

No phase-out provision provided, which is unfair to

employees that have earned this benefit under the existing

plan they were promised.

n “High 5” will now have to be a full 60 months of 
service.  We have been unable to define what this means

at present. However, we will continue to search for the 

answer and provide information once we are clear on this.

NOTE: The Governor’s proposal included no provision

to separate CERS from the other state ran plans as has

been advocated by KEA, KSBA, and other education 

related groups.

NOTE: See next page for definitions of terms mentioned

in this article.                     

A Message from the Superintendent

Again, as my commitment and promise to keeping you 

informed, here is information regarding the pension 

proposal recently released by the office of Gov. Matt

Bevin, as it applies to our DCPS support staff (CERS 

pension). I hope this helps you in analyzing this proposal

and how this impacts you personally.  

Matt Robbins



The conversation about pension reform includes several

terms that may be unfamiliar to many people. In an effort

to ensure that our DCPS staff members are informed and

aware of the process, here are definitions of several terms

that are mentioned in articles in this newsletter. 

Defined benefit (DB) plan – This is a plan that requires

contributions by the employee and employer throughout

the employee’s tenure and upon retirement, a promised or

guaranteed level of benefit is pre-determined, by a 

formula, for the employee.  Our current plan is a DB plan.

Defined contribution (DC) plan – This is a plan in

which a certain amount or percentage of money is set

aside each year by an employer for the benefit of each of

its employees in to a 401k type of account.  The 

contributions are defined, however the ultimate pension

benefit is not guaranteed or promised.  The pension is

based on the investment earnings and growth in the 

account for use at retirement.

401k – The IRS has made a provision to set up 401k plans

where both the employee and employer contribute to an

employee’s account.  The funds are invested and used

specifically for retirement purposes.

Public sector – We are unsure at to the specifics of this

term, but others have defined this as any local or state

government agency that is a participant in any of the

state’s eight pension funds.  Examples would be other

school boards, city government, county government, 

government owned utilities, and any branch or division of

state government.

COLA – This stands for “Cost Of Living Adjustment.”

Typically, any retirement benefit includes annual or 

periodic percentage increases to the annual pension

amount received.  This is usually based off of Social 

Security increases and/or the national consumer price

index (CPI).

High 5 – This would be the employee’s highest five

salary years over the duration of the employees working

career in the pension plan.  Typically these are the 

employee’s last five years of service with the employer.

Disclaimer: This information was prepared based on the

DCPS district’s understanding of the pension proposal 

released by Gov. Bevin on Wednesday, October 18, 2017. 

Any errors or inaccuracies are unintentional and are the

result of incomplete information provided by the office of

the Governor. 

Definitions of Terms Courier Schedule

Reminder
The DCPS Courier picks up and delivers mail and

documents at our schools and administrative offices

on the following schedule:

Monday

Post Office, all DCPS sites, Credit Union

Tuesday

Post Office, Central Office, Daviess County High

School, Apollo High School, Learning Center

Wednesday

Post Office, all DCPS sites, Credit Union,

Owensboro Public Schools Central Office

Thursday

Post Office, Central Office, Daviess County High

School, Apollo High School, Learning Center

Friday

Post Office, all DCPS sites, Credit Union

g{tÇ~áz|ä|Çz UÜxt~
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IEP Guidance

The DCPS Department of Special Education hosted a

New Teacher IEP Guidance Document Training earlier

this year, designed to familiarize new special education

teachers with the document. The program also explained

the importance of using the material to maintain 

compliance, acquainted new teachers with the resources

available in our district and gave participants the 

opportunity to practice writing individual IEP goals and

objectives. 

Pictured above are facilitators Jennifer Wethington, 

middle/high school consultant, and Krystal Goins, 

elementary instructional coach. 

HES College Day

Highland Elementary School celebrated College Day on

Oct. 18. Representatives from Kentucky Wesleyan 

College visited the school prior to a visit to the KWC

campus by fifth-grade students. Pictured above is Barney

the Bearcat – the mascot of Brescia University – who also

visited Highland to talk about the importance of planning

and preparing for success in college. In addition, all HES

teachers talk to their students about their own alma maters

and college experiences. “This is an exciting day and

gives us the opportunity to get these students focusing on

their future,” said Gina Dailey, HES media specialist. 

Pictured below are HES guidance counselor Laura 

McCain and Trey Pippin, college and career readiness

counselor at Daviess County High School, sharing 

insights about characteristics of success in college. 

DCPS technology integration specialists Aaron Yeiser

and Annette Sapp attended the SOKY EdTech Summit

this past weekend. Also representing Daviess County

Public Schools at the event, which featured a special

emphasis on utilizing Google tools, were Daviess

County Middle School teachers Sara Appleby 

(language arts) and Jennifer McFadden (social studies). 

Share Your News!
Send information and photos 

about professional development 

and growth activities to

grapevine@dcps.org



These weekly fitness reminders are brought to you by the

DCPS Food Services Department. We care about you!

Learn more at www.healthymonday.org 

Healthy Lifestyle

Tip of the Week

DCPS instructional coaches Kristy Brackin and Jeanette

Barreiro share the importance of selection and access to

complex texts during a recent presentation to educators. 

Making Complex

Concepts Simple

DCPS assistant superintendent of teaching and learning

Jana Beth Francis shares “big ideas” about learning 

during a recent presentation. 

Big Ideas

‘The Legend of

Sleepy Hollow’
The Daviess

County High

School Panther

Players are 

performing 

Washington 

Irving’s “The 

Legend of Sleepy

Hollow” – 

a classic story about Ichabod Crane’s encounter with

the Headless Horseman that is scheduled just in time

for the Halloween season.

Showtimes are 7 p.m. Thursday and Saturday, 

Oct. 26 and 28; matinee performance is 2 p.m. 

Sunday, Oct. 29. Admission is $8 for adults and $5

for students. Doors open 30 minutes before curtain.

For more information, contact DCHS drama director

Karen Feldhaus at 270-852-7300.

See Something?

Say Something!
24-Hour Anonymous Reporting

Click the STOP Tipline logo at www.dcps.org



Thoughts While Walking Through
By Jimmy Lyddane

Director of Elementary Schools

We have just returned from Fall

Break and we’ve hit our stride

with high quality instruction out

of the gate! 

I picked up one of my favorite

books, “What Matters Most for

Struggling Readers” by Richard

Allington and began to refresh my

thoughts and engage my mind on

the intervention process with the

focus on closing achievement

gaps. The topic of novice 

reduction has surfaced again in many of our conversations

as well as closing instructional gaps. My thoughts almost

always lead me to questions about what we do for our

struggling readers at our schools and whether we do

enough but more importantly the right way. I believe our

Tier 1 (universal instruction) is very solid across our

schools. But what are each of us doing for our Tier 2 

intervention students who need short-term additional 

support and what are we doing for our Tier 3 intervention

students who need constant and consistent additional 

support to close achievement gaps? Are we doing it 

strategically by looking at student work to fix 

misconceptions and are we looking at various points of

data to develop strategic plans to close the gaps? I’d love

to hear your thoughts on this! 

We know volume of reading predicts reading proficiency.

Struggling readers too often participate in interventions

that reduce how much reading they do! During these 

interventions, struggling readers do everything but read.

As a matter of fact, I hear more that teachers are reading

to students the core learning and letting kids “off the

hook” of interacting with the text. This is not including

the use of an interactive read-aloud, which is a powerful

learning experience. I am more convinced today than ever

before that designing interventions and classroom reading

lessons that dramatically expand the amount of reading

students do is the essential change that must come if we

hope to have everyone reading and comprehending on

grade level.

Struggling readers especially need huge amounts of high

success reading. But too often our lesson designs and even

our intervention designs aren’t targeted with our planning.

Too many times, I sit down with kids who are stumbling

across words during independent reading, leading to little

success in their practice. The evidence is clear that any

one-size-fits-all instructional design is not only ineffective

but it ignores literally hundreds of studies on effective

“best practice” teaching. Without differentiation/

customization all day long, struggling readers have little

chance of ever catching up with their classmates who are

reading on grade level. With independent reading time for

our kids, it is especially important that they are choosing

books to practice their strategies so they can connect with

the book on a personal level. Many of you are familiar

with the book “Disruptive Thinking” and the BHH

Reading. We often do a nice job with what is in the Book,

and what is in the student’s Head, but our challenge is 

reaching what’s in the student’s Heart. When we can do

that, we have achieved a level of passionate connection to

the book. 

The most important recent finding in fluency instruction is

that simply expanding reading volume works even better

than repeated readings in fluency development. Simply 

allowing struggling readers to read appropriate-level texts

for the same amount of time that they might be engaged in

repeated reading of the same text produces the same 

fluency gains but more quickly. It also produces gains in

meaning vocabulary that repeated readings do not foster.

Nurturing vocabulary growth and engaging students in 

literate conversations about what they have been reading

is incredibly important! If we want to foster growth in

reading comprehension proficiencies, we must routinely

engage students in literate conversation, both during and

after they read. Those conversations are even more 

powerful when we plan facilitated questions prior to our

conversations with the students. 

Struggling readers are still struggling and far too often we

blame the victims for this. I still hear classroom teachers

refer to students with disabilities as someone else’s 

responsibility. This seems to be one of our biggest 

problems. Special education populations have been 

growing at a rate far greater than the growth of the total

school enrollment. Sometimes it makes me wonder if this

growth in special education placements may simply signal

that far too many teachers believe that they are neither 

accountable for nor competent to provide high-quality

reading lessons to some children. Today I challenge you

to be brutally honest about your current practices and

teaching craft when it comes to meeting each child’s need

and the “what’s  next” for those little ones who aren’t

where we want them yet. 

I hope over the next couple of weeks when I am in your

schools we can talk a little about this and your thoughts.

Jimmy Lyddane



Congratulations!
We extend congratulations to the

following members of the DCPS

family as they welcome their new

arrivals:

Victoria Self (BMS) and her hus-

band Andrew welcomed a son, Mad-

dox Benjamin Self, on June 28. Maddox weighed 

6 pounds, 9 ounces, upon arrival.

Kristy Rodgers (BMS) and her husband David 

announced the arrival of a son, Judson David Rodgers, on

July 10. The baby weighed in at 6 pounds, 11 ounces, and

was also welcomed by big brother Blaine.

Jordan Pogue (BMS) and her husband Matthew have a

baby boy! Memphis Wayne Pogue was born July 17,

weighing 7 pounds, 15 ounces upon arrival.

Terry Murphy (LC) and her husband Joe announced the

birth of their eleventh grandchild. Memphis David Rice

was born Sept. 7 to Monica and Kyle Rice. The baby was

also welcomed by big sisters Josi and Juli.

Lisa Ballard (Transportation) welcomed her newest

grandbaby on Sept. 8. Chloe Grace Phillips weighed 8

pounds, 4 ounces and measured 20.5 inches. 

Pam Kidd (BMS) and her husband Steven welcomed a

baby girl on Sept. 13. Sophie Anne Kidd weighed 

8 pounds, 10 ounces. The baby was also welcomed by big

brothers Ashton and Jude.

Katie Blandford (BMS) and her husband Chris have 

announced the arrival of their daughter Mia Kate 

Blandford  on Sept. 26. The baby weighed 7 pounds, 

11 ounces upon arrival and was also welcomed by big

brothers Carter and Kason. 

Terry DeRossitt (DCHS) has welcomed his first 

grandchild! Ryder Bentley Spinks was born Sept. 26. 

The baby boy weighed 7 pounds, 13 ounces, and 

measured 20.5 inches long upon arrival. 

Mark and Debbie Fortney (both DCHS) are excited to 

announce the arrival of their fifth grandbaby on Sept. 27.

Adalyn Sue Fortney weighed 7 pounds, 8 ounces, and was

19.25 inches long at birth. The baby was also welcomed

by proud parents Jacob and Brianne Fortney of 

Beechmont and big sister Raelyn.

Tyler and Whitney Matthews (both AHS) have a new

baby boy! Dash Matthews arrived Oct. 12, weighing 

6 pounds, 3 ounces.

Sincere Sympathy
We extend sincere sympathy to

the following members of the

DCPS family during their time of

loss:

Lynne Ferguson and Carla Wil-

son (both AHS) in the loss of

their father, Carl Haire Jr. of Owensboro on 

Sept. 18. Mr. Haire was also the grandfather of

Brooke Mohon (CHES) and father-in-law of

Dane Ferguson (BMS).

Lori Troutman (BMS) and Lois Kuegel (WLES, 

retired) in the loss of their brother, Larry

Whitaker, on Sept. 26. 

Kelly Skeens (DCMS) in the loss of her mother,

Alyce Morris, on Sept. 28. Mrs. Morris was also

the great-grandmother of Hadley Boaz (BMS). 

Christina Wright (AHS) in the loss of her

mother-in-law, Shelby Jean Wright, on Oct. 16.

The family of Erman Hamilton, who passed

away on Oct. 17. Family members include

daughter-in-law Heather Hamilton (DCMS),

brother Wallace Hamilton (Transportation, 

retired), sister-in-law Carolyn Hamilton 

(Transportation, retired), nephews Mike 

Hamilton (BMS) and Dale Hamilton (DCMS 

retired), and nieces Kim Bryant (DCMS retired),

Brittany Dukes (MLES) and Lexie McDuffie

(CVMS). 

The Grapevine

is YOUR newsletter!
Send information about

births, deaths,

weddings and

milestone anniversaries to

grapevine@dcps.org



“Kids First” cardigan; size medium

but runs a little big. $31.80. Contact

Dana Boarman (CO) 270-852-7000.

DC-bay! Guidelines
Send information to

grapevine@dcps.org 
Include your name, school/site,

description of item, price, and

home/personal phone number.

Photographs are welcome and

should be  submitted as .jpg 

attachments, not embedded into

emails. Size and number of

photos used depends on 

available space and layout.

Note: DC-bay! is for DCPS staff

members only. 

Contact Carrie Carter (CVMS) at

270-929-9765 for information about

the following items:

Vera Bradley blanket, $15.

Girls’ bedding (full size) with two

decorative pillows and two shams,

$20.

Cricut Expressions 2, used very 

little, $100.

Deadline for

next DC-bay!

is Friday,

Nov. 24

Slammer Hammer bass guitar and

Behringer practice amp – a great

combo for anyone interested in 

learning to play bass. Includes cable

and soft case (not pictured). $50.

Steve Easley (DCHS), 270-831-0153.

Swisher brand wood splitter. 10.5

horsepower; 28-ton splitting force.

Makes it easy to  keep that fireplace

glowing this winter! $700. Margaret

Powers O’Bryan (CO), 270-231-3443.

“Kids First” long-sleeved T-shirt, size

large. Brand new, never worn. 

Pretty — but I accidentally ordered

wrong style. Burgundy color; Sport-

Tek fabric similar to UnderArmor. $9.

Lora Wimsatt (CO), 270-316-0192. 

XBox One. All cords, Kinect Sensor,

two wireless controllers, headset

(never used), controller charger and

five games, including Madden17 and

2K17. Like new! $350. Marcia Tomes

(SOES), 270-999-2508.


